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Overview of Scenarios and Analysis
•

Scenarios focus on:
• Corridor-wide Concepts
• Neighborhood Concepts (within Core Area and Residential Edges)

•

Neighborhood Areas 2, 3 and 5 scenarios are testing:
• various land uses mixes and intensities
• strategic combinations of open spaces and street/transit access improvements

•

Neighborhood Areas 1and 4 (Arlington East Falls Church and Cherrydale) have adopted land use plans:
• Scenarios focused on transportation and open space improvements to achieve a cohesive planning approach
for these corridor-wide elements
•

•

Scenarios not testing various land use mixes and intensities given adopted planning guidance; however:
• Additional ideas for implementation will also be considered where corridor-wide elements impact existing
planning guidance

Ideas informed by:
• Existing conditions analysis
• Neighborhood aspirations
• 2016 Vision Study ideas
• Property owner interviews
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Neighborhood Areas
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Community Preferences and Priorities*
Shared Neighborhood Aspirations
• redevelopment must correspond with:
•
•
•
•

increased school capacity and public facilities and
enhanced stormwater infrastructure and sustainability (energy efficiency).

height and density can provide other added benefits, including affordability and increased commercial and transit options
integrating public facilities with retail, dining and other uses in mixed-use developments, provide additional opportunities for
expanding community services

Land Use, Economic Vitality and Housing
• mixed-use activity centers to transform corridor into a walkable main street
•
•

diverse housing stock along corridor to increase affordability, social diversity and ability to age in place
retaining existing businesses and adding more neighborhood serving, family-oriented businesses that are pedestrian friendly.

Public Spaces, Transportation and/or Urban Design
•
•

better and safer walking/biking accessibility and safety, particularly on Lee Highway and other major arterials
improved and increased transit services

•
•

dedicating the 3rd lane on Lee Highway (going east towards Rosslyn) to transit
gathering in a variety of spaces

•

connection with nature through biophilic designs, adding trees and reducing impervious surface areas
*This is a summary of the community feedback to date. For additional details and information, please refer to the Neighborhood Inspirations Report.
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A Bold Vision
BOLDLY PLANNING FOR PEOPLE & POWER OF PLACE 2050: Resilient, Renewable, Re-energized
By 2050, Lee Highway will become a "Green Main Street" of vibrant neighborhoods, linking iconic local businesses, mixed-use
activity nodes, sufficient and mixed housing supply and signature public spaces. Lee Highway will become a place that:
•

Invites and enables safe and equitable access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, and motorists of
all ages;

•

Provides a diverse housing supply that enables equitable access for people of all ages and income levels;

•

Builds environmental sustainability and resiliency: manages stormwater effectively; reduces energy demand in buildings;
promotes mass transit and walkability; and achieves carbon neutrality in support of County policies;

•

Promotes development that enhances the economic well being of the corridor through investments, jobs and a larger
tax base;

•

Provides community facilities and gathering spaces for all ages and income levels;

•

Features inspiring architecture and landscapes designed and constructed to last for generations; and

•

Celebrates, honors, and acknowledges its past, present, and future through vibrant public spaces, art, and culture.
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Corridor-wide Concepts


Evolve from “highway” to “main street” in more locations



Establish a walkable network of complete streets and multi-modal access



Strengthen the publicly accessible space network [emphasizing implementation by private
sector]



Establish multiple neighborhood oriented mixed-use nodes and social hubs



Preserve and enhance affordability + diversity of housing options



Integrate housing types that transition to lower density residential uses in single-family edges



Building form, density and height planned in context + to achieve public improvements



Equity integrated throughout all key planning elements



Reduce downstream flood risk

Goal: encourage reinvestment through redevelopment to realize goals
(i.e., new choices for property owners to pursue change beyond by right allowances)
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Equity
Realizing Equity on Lee Highway – for people of all races, ages and income levels:
 Invite and enable safe and equitable access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists,
transit riders, and motorists;
 Provide community facilities and gathering spaces; and
 Provide diverse housing supply.
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Inspiration for Each Area
Area 2:
Main Street West

Area 1:
EFC Transit-Oriented and Mixed-Use
District

Area 3:
Main Street Central

Area 5:
North Highlands/Lyon Village
Transit-Oriented Neighborhood

Area 4:
Main Street East
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Land Use – Existing Pattern

Commercial nodes

Primarily commercial along corridor

Mixed-use nodes

Primarily residential w/intermittent
commercial along corridor

Primarily commercial w/intermittent
mixed-use along corridor

Multi family in core and single family in
residential edges

Land uses aren’t integrated with each other - area is
missing the kind of mixed-use development that
supports a walkable, “main street” environment.
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Land Use Concepts

Mixed-use nodes

Multi-family in core and residential edges

Primarily commercial along corridor

Mixed-use along corridor

Multi-family along corridor

Multi family in core and single family in
residential edges
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Land Use Concepts

Mixed-use nodes

Multi-family in core and residential edges

Mixed-use along corridor

Multi-family along corridor
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Land Use Concepts

Mixed-use nodes

Multi-family in core and residential edges

Mixed-use along corridor

Multi-family along corridor
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Exploring mobility in 2050
•

Promote low-carbon mobility, and greater mobility choice for all users

•

Explore alternatives that have two lanes of travel in each direction
(Additional left turn lanes will be studied at key intersections)

•

Create parallel network and establish a walkable street grid at key
nodes

•

Explore opportunities to calm traffic and improve key intersections

•

Explore how to expand pedestrian space and provide separated /
protected bicycle facilities along Lee Highway (such as on private land
adjoining the R.O.W. in many cases) to improve safety and eliminate
serious injuries and fatalities (Vision Zero goal)

•

Improve transit capacity and experience (especially at peak travel
times) through transit-oriented development and new transit options
(such as Micro-transit and Bus Rapid Transit)

•

Improve accommodations for Personal Electric Vehicles and Self-driving
Autonomous Vehicles
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Connectivity – Existing public network

Lee Highway is most significant barrier separating neighborhoods from nearby public schools,
facilities and spaces - difficult to cross N-S and E-W experience deters pedestrian activity.
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Connectivity Concepts
Corridor-wide:
Improve Lee Highway walkability,
bicycling + calm traffic; Improve N/S
crossing experience

Area 2:
Enhance existing parallel
network for bike and pedestrian
connectivity

Area 1:
Improve multimodal connectivity to Metro

Area 3:
Improve Old
Dominion/Lee Highway
intersection

Area 5:
Establish east-west connectivity
north of Lee Hwy.; Improve N/S
crossing experience

Area 4:
Resolve conflicts at 5 Points intersection; establish
east-west connectivity north of Lee Hwy.
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Public Realm – Existing Commercial Streetscapes
In planned areas where redevelopment has occurred
buildings are closer to the street with wider sidewalks,
outdoor eating areas and street trees.

The commercial corridor is generally characterized
by minimal tree cover, large surface parking lots,
narrow sidewalks and constrained ROW.
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Public Realm – Existing Residential Streetscapes
Residential streets are generally pleasant, lushly
landscaped and include street trees and adequate
sidewalks where needed.

Although some neighborhoods lack pedestrian
connectivity where desired.
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Corridor - Existing Configuration
Note: The diagrams below are generalized and are not representative of the street sections for the entire length of the corridor.

Route 29 Segments
Old Dominion Dr.

Key Intersection
Lee Hwy.

Lee Hwy.
Old Lee Hwy.

Lee Hwy.

The character and function of Lee Highway
changes dramatically along the corridor.
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Components of Complete Streets

Walking and
café
amenities

Seating and
street tree
amenities

Green
infrastructure

Bicycle and
personal
e-mobility

Enhanced bus
service

CAVs and
microtransit
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Corridor Concepts

Note: illustrations above are preliminary and depict a few of the potential solutions
for providing equitable access to all modes of travel along the corridor.

Route 29 Segments

Transforming Lee Highway into complete streets will
require partnerships with land owners to achieve
expanded sidewalks and bicycle infrastructure.
Old Dominion Dr.

Key Intersection Improvements
Lee Hwy.

Lee Hwy.
Old Lee Hwy.

Lee Hwy.

26th and 22nd St N.
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Open Space Concepts

New Primary Open Spaces (in activity nodes)
New Secondary Open Spaces (in neighborhoods)
New Open Spaces with stormwater objectives

Impervious Surface and Tree Canopy

67% of core area is impervious (ground and roof) and
located at or near the top of 13 watersheds.
Only 21% of core area has tree canopy coverage
compared to County average of roughly 40%.
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Stormwater and Flooding

Flooding is occurring outside of flood plains and is brought on by intense storms, structures built over
former streams and aging infrastructure - not just due to the high amount of impervious surfaces.
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Stormwater Management Concepts

Large run-off storage in public space
Overland relief

Reduce impervious coverage and
intercept run-off through many smaller
distributed detention areas in addition to
larger storage areas in public space.

Woodstock Park
Stormwater Detention Vault
Detain run-off to the extent
practicable and provide overland
relief for flood water

Stormwater Mitigation
BIORETENTION
areas use special soils
and plants to intercept,
store, filter and infiltrate
stormwater run-off.

GREEN ROOFS
capture run-off temporarily
and filter it through roof top
vegetation and soils,
slowing the flow of run-off
and reducing negative
impacts on local waterways.
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Stormwater Mitigation
PERMEABLE PAVEMENT
maintains a resilient surface,
but allows a portion of
stormwater run-off to flow
through and be harvested.

IMPERVIOUS COVER
REMOVAL, previously
constructed roadway
infrastructure can offer
opportunities to replace
excess impervious surfaces
with permeable planted
areas.
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Energy Usage and Emissions
Energy Usage + Emissions

“More than 61%

of Arlington’s energy use is
connected to building sector consumption –

Source: Arlington County Draft CEP
Update 2019

distributed across commercial and multifamily buildings, singlefamily homes, workplaces, and shopping areas.

(39%)

The remainder
is associated with transportationincluding vehicles, public transportation, signalization, and
electric and hybrid vehicle charging infrastructure “

Older building stock, like that along Lee Highway, can be less
energy efficient and result in higher emissions.
Shifting vehicular trips to pedestrian, bicycle and transit trips can
reduce the energy and emissions burden.
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Reducing Energy Usage and Emissions

Multi-layered strategies
are needed in
combination to achieve
County’s ambitious
energy emissions goal;

carbon
neutrality
by 2050

Observations
•

To reach County carbon emissions
goals, reductions must be achieved
through each of these strategies in
combination.

•

Each layer plays a critical role.
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Public Schools, Facilities and Spaces

The County’s existing inventory of educational, recreational, library and cultural assets (land and buildings)
will be evaluated to explore opportunities for acquisition, expansion, renovation, redevelopment,
consolidation, and co-location of uses to steward public resources and use them efficiently and creatively.
Planning team will evaluate potential for Public-Private Development (mixed-use) at the Lee Community
Center and Langston Brown Community Center sites to achieve other community improvements (additional
community spaces, stormwater management, affordable housing, etc.).
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Livable Built Environment

Public Schools, Facilities and
Open Spaces; Streetscapes
as public spaces; Public art;
History and culture
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Housing - Existing
•

Housing Units:
• 43% single-family detached
• 46% multi-family
• 11% other

•

Affordable Housing: 15% of housing units

•

Current housing mix in the planning area provides limited
opportunities for housing affordability and additional housing
types beyond single-family housing.

•

Existing development standards in Zoning Ordinance (i.e.
minimum parking requirements and minimum lot size
requirements) currently impede development of diverse
housing types.

•

External factors, including high land acquisition and
construction costs, can also constrain design and construction
of diverse and affordable housing.
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Housing Concepts

ARL. Mill

Transitional Housing

Diverse Housing Options

Findings from the planning study will inform the Missing Middle
Housing Study and the Multi-family Reinvestment Study,
however, these processes will continue to share findings to
understand how one informs the other.
The County Board adopted plan for Lee Highway will
ultimately be the prevailing vision which all future
development must conform to.

Mixed size units

Micro Units
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Architectural Excellence & Urban Design
Pike 3400

672 Flats

Falls Church City
Village at Shirlington
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Historic and Cultural Resources


Sites with a “CR” (historic and cultural resources) on maps indicates
the sites that were researched during the PLH Cultural Resources
Survey and locations of currently designated historic resources.



CR sites identified here are considered to have contributed
significantly to one or more facets of Lee Highway’s history.



Contribution of these resources may extend far beyond the
architectural value of the building itself (in fact, in many instances the
original building is no longer extant) into the broader social, cultural
and historical contexts of Lee Highway.



No recommendations have been made yet for historically/culturally
significant sites (i.e. recommendations for full or partial preservation).
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